Opportunities for home learning
General skills
Can you count in 3s to
the number that is
nearest 100?

Life skills
Art
Make a timetable Draw your
of your day and
favourite book
time some of
character.
your activities for
example 8am eat
breakfast 10
minutes.

Just for fun
Can you make a shop
in your house? How
expensive are your
items? What type of
shop is it?

How many sit ups can
you do in a minute?

Can you cut a
sandwich into 3?
How can you
make each part of
your sandwich
the same size?

Can you make a
collage from
scraps of paper in
your house?

Design a sandwich and
cut it into 3 (1/3)

How many press ups
can you do in a
minute?

Can you think of
something that is
a challenge for
you and work on
it? For example,
tie you shoe laces

Find some things
from your house
like cereal boxes
and make an iron
giant.

Make a home for the
Iron man from sheets,
blankets and so on
and invite your family
to play with you.

Maths
Get 12 objects (pencils, kidney beans, etc), if
you shared them equally into 4 how and
objects would be in each group? What
numbers could you use to get equal numbers
of 4? Can you show your answers in your
book? Tracy says I can share 10 into 4 equal
groups. Is she correct? Why?

Literacy
Listen to chapter 1 of the
Iron Man by Ted Hughes. In
the chapter it says that the
Iron Man’s head is as big as
bedroom. Can you find 4
object in your house (it could
be an adult) as describe
them for example, my dad is
as tall as a tower.
Purple mash: read chapter 1
of ‘Pirates of Puddleston Bay
and answer the questions.
Can you look at different flags in the world?
Listen to chapter 1 of the
Which flags have 2 halves of different colours Ironman again. Can you
(for example Monaco has one ½ red and ½
think of words that make
white. Which countries have 3 colours (1/3)
you think of a noise and
each? How many have 4 colours 1/4? Can you write one word under the
draw some of the flags and write the fraction
other to create a poem?
of each equal part that is coloured in next to
Purple mash: Read chapter
it?
2 and complete the follow
up exercise.
Can you draw a square and divide it into 4
Listen to chapter 1.
equal parts. Colour in one part on e colour and Complete a comic strip of
the rest another colour. Write the fraction for the first chapter.
both shaded parts. For example: 2/4 is shaded
in and 2/4 is not shaded. Can you think of
Purple mash: Read chapter 3
another way to write 2/4? Why?
and complete the follow up
exercise.
Can you draw more squares and shade

different boxes for example 1? What would be
the fraction? Do the same for 3 out of the 4.
Can you do the divide a rectangle into 3 equal
parts? How would you write the fraction?
If you had 50p which
coins could you have?
What is the fewest
amount of coin/coins
could you use? Can
you show at least 5
ways to make 50p?
Can you do this for £1
or £2?

Find a picture
from an artist and
draw a similar
picture. Some
suggestions,
Mondrian/
Georgia O’Keeffe

Make an Ironman
mask.

Can you make up a
dance for your
favourite song?
Record it and share it.

Draw two large rectangles and cut them out.
Fold one once so that you have 2 equal halves.
Fold the other twice so that you have 4 equal
parts. Get 8 beads (or any objects). Share the
beads equally on the first rectangle so that
each half has 4 beads. Then write ½ of 8 is 4.
What is a ¼ of 8? Find a ½ and ¼ of these
numbers, 16, 24, 28, and 32. Can you find 1/3
of 9, 12, 18 and 99? What would be 2/3 of 9,
12. 18 and 99?
Purple Mash Fractions in 2Do.
If I ate 1 and a half biscuits what would that
look like? Draw pictures for the following. 3
and a ½. 5 and a ½, 6 and a ¼, 7 and 2/4 and 3
and ¾.

Listen to Chapter 1 again.
What question would you
like to ask the Iron man?
How, where, what, who,
when... how many different
question words can you use?
Purple mash: Chapter 4 and
follow up questions.

Can you cut along Make a sculpture Purple mash: Imagine
Can you tell me about a book
some shapes that from natural
you are a surgeon. Use
that you have read this
you have made?
objects and take a the mash cam to take
week? Use Purple Mash to
How straight is
photograph.
a photo and who
write a book review.
the line that you
would you be making
have cut?
better?
There are several activities that have been set as to dos in Purple Mash so please continue to look at these. Some activities have been set for different days.
Continue to work on your multiplication, division, addition, subtraction and shape names and properties.
Continue to write a sentence from one of your reading books at least 5 times everyday remembering to hold your pencil correctly and join your writing if
you have been in class Espresso is great for remembering to start at the top and remember we only use capital letter at the start of the sentence or for
names.
Don’t forget to read as many books as you can and it would be nice if you can write a book review each week and we can share these when we return to
school. Also don’t forget to do lots of movement so that you keep fit. Make up and dance ad record it we can share these when we get back to school. Can
you plant a seed or bulb and keep a diary of the changes that you see?
Useful websites: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmp2mfr

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zn9fy9q
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/
https://uk.ixl.com/math/year2?partner=google&campaign=57206225&adGroup=2083785185&gclid=EAIaIQobChMIrdzX09zE6AIVWJ3VCh1MxAp1EAAYASA
AEgKks_D_BwE
Ask your parent to print or copy the grid below for the comic strip your first chapter of the Iron Man make it A4 sized)
Name

Chapter 1: The coming of the Iron Man

